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GUIDELINES
System name Vista

Main features Secure all glass case for optimum visibility with clear glass top for external lighting.

Format Single or multi-bay. Freestanding on a plinth. Full height glass as standard. Mounted on or 
against a wall. 

Access
Vista 1, 2 & 3: Precision engineered pull and slide door system with 60% opening to left  
and right and fully removable door if required.
Vista 4: Fully concealed dual action hinged door system with door size restrictions.

System frame

Vista 1. Top: 19mm aluminium U channel to door edge.
              Bottom: 125mm aluminium section 
Vista 2. Top: double 19mm aluminium U channel to door edge.
              Bottom: 125mm aluminium section 
Vista 3. Top: 30mm faceted aluminium section all round.
              Bottom: 125mm aluminium section 
Vista 4. Top: 75mm aluminium section all round.
              Bottom: 125mm aluminium section, 75mm to smaller cases 
*Aluminium extrusions powder coated finish to any Dulux or Interpon  
powder coat colour reference.

Max glass height 2500mm

Min glass height 500mm

Max door width 3000mm

Max panel size 4 square metres

Glass thickness 8.8 - 13.5mm laminated museum glass to either BS 6206A safety glass or  
BS 5544 anti-bandit specification.

Locking 2 x No.Abloy™ CL291 removable cartridge locks to conceal secure mechanical  
locking system.

Glass Standard or low iron laminated museum glass which filters over 97% of UV radiation 
between 320 & 380 nanometers. Non reflective glass option.

Internal Panels EO MDF with appropriate sealing and inert spray finish or approved fabric  
covering to clients specifications.

Door seal Extruded silicone bubble seal.

Glass to metal joints Neutral curing silicone to allow for differential thermal expansion.

Lighting Internal fibre-optic LED lighting or from external source.

Shelving Vista 3 & 4 fully height adjustable with suspended hanging rods.  
Vista 1 with panel back - cantilever shelf supports.

Environmental conditioning Humidity, temperature and pollution control can be provided passively or through our 
specialised equipment.




